Carelink

The smart network concept for
multimedia distribution in nursing
homes and the retirement village
complex.

Today’s elderly generation is familiar with
PC-banking, social media, interactive
digital television and expects to enjoy
multimedia services in their apartment or
nursing home.

Carelink – What’s in a name?
Carelink is a smart multimedia network and cabling concept responding to the
connectivity and AV needs of:
The residents of the nursing home/retirement village
• Wider service provider choice
• Better availability of services: TV, internet, phone, info channels
• Full control of the monthly bill
The nursing home manager
• RF and broadband cable technology, reliable Wi-Fi network
• Management by own personnel
• Extra services like info channels, intranet, portal site
• Low exploitation costs
The nursing home investor
• A durable and reliable investment
• Low building- and installation costs
• An open access platform for all providers
The nursing home builders
• Up to 50% less cable, smaller cable ducts and cable risers
• Smaller network cabinets, reduced technical space
• Easy installation and simple to commission
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Why Carelink?
Tenants’ expectations are changing.
Today’s generation of elders is familiar with PC-banking, social media, interactive digital
television and wishes to continue using these multimedia services in their apartment or
nursing home.
They expect a high level of autonomy in the choice of platform, provider, services, etc.
and to have control over their monthly bills.
Elderly people no longer settle for just any nearby nursing home. They start looking earlier
for their chosen adapted (care) home and expect a sustainable infrastructure to grow
with their needs.
Care workers and animators also benefit from a reliable network
Spotless Wi-Fi coverage in every room becomes possible and useful not only for visitors but
also for the care personnel using apps for consulting and updating patients files directly
from any room of the premises.
With Carelink you can offer your in-house information channels. The residents can consult
info about the week’s meal menus and activities on their TV. Residents confined to bed
can follow events from their room on TV. The administrative and care personnel can
regularly update this information in real time.
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Which applications are offered by the Carelink
concept?
TV – Analog, digital, interactive
Today you can watch television in various ways. Services may arrive to your complex via
cable TV, freeview terrestrial, satellite, ADSL/VDSL or fibre? Carelink offers access and easy
switch-over between technologies and providers. Do you, as the nursing home manager,
choose to compile and offer your own TV service at a fixed rate or do you allow the
resident to make their own choice and organize their own subscriptions, both are possible
with the ABITANA Carelink solution.
TV and internet are rapidly converging: a Smart TV is a TV, a media player and an internet
browser and often serves as digital recorder. If the TV has an open operating system, you
can install specific services by means of apps.
Telephone – analog, digital, VoIP
Carelink also guarantees perfect integration of any solution offered by Telephone service
providers. The Carelink network transports all types of telephone signals: internal lines
from the nursing home’s- telephone-exchange or external lines from the chosen provider
directly to the room, e.g. analog POTS, ISDN, ADSL/VDSL VoIP, Ethernet/Internet VoIP (e.g.
Skype), telephony by Cable, etc.
Furthermore, Carelink can act as internal backbone for implementing a reliable DECT,
Mobile or Wi-Fi wireless telephone system.
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Carelink guarantees excellent radio coverage
while transmitting at the lowest average
radiation level.
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Carelink offers you a simple and costeffective way to have your own inhouse information channels.

MENU
Monday
Chicken breast, purée, carrots
Tuesday
Cipollata, patatoes, beans
Wednesday
Spaghetti

Internet – Intranet
Carelink is the ideal infrastructure to offer internet access. Residents will be able to make
their own choice of platform, provider, services etc. and have control over their monthly
bills.
Carelink allows the manager to offer centrally managed internet access to the residents
and visitors of the complex. Any means of payment (flatrate, pay-as-you use, daily,
weekly, monthly) can be implemented. Surfing can be offered free as a bonus or for
generating revenue through local advertising.
In the same way, the nursing home can set up an intranet portal that residents and visitors
can connect to with their smart phone, tablet, laptop or TV to get information about daily
activities, events, photos, etc.
Reliable Wi-Fi network
Visitors, technical and care personnel relay more and more on tablets and smart phones
with apps that provide comfort, info and support.
Installing a reliable Wi-Fi network in a building structure like a nursing home can be a real
challenge. The use of powerful Wi-Fi access points conflicts with the general request to
keep radiation as low as possible. Abitana installs a micro Wi-Fi access point in each room.
This results in excellent radio coverage while transmitting at the lowest average radiation
level.
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What does a Carelink solution look like?
Problem

The structure of a nursing home consists of one or more building layers with rooms or
apartments along corridors. At regular distances you will find a bay: lounge, TV or comfy
corner and the counter for service personnel. Larger nursing homes may have a service
centre with offices, meeting rooms, medical and therapy rooms, a cafeteria and an area
for events.
Buildings in need of renovation may have no adapted cable trays or passage ways and
even if present, they are often overloaded with successive add-ons.
In new buildings, cutting floor height and plenums is the easiest way to save building
costs. As a consequence all service pipes fight for the available passageways and restrict
technical space.

Solution

Network technology and patch panels are lodged in shallow cabinets (cluster cabinets)
which are placed in the walls of the corridors or in technical rooms.

Each cluster cabinet is connected to a main
distributor by means of a thin backbone of
cables. Thanks to this divided structure the
number of cables is reduced.
All cable and duct work is carried:
• Through horizontal routes, this means in the
suspended ceiling, in the corridor, in the
poured concrete, or in the basement
• Through vertical routs, this means using a riser
shaft per 2/4 rooms or per wing
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A Carelink cluster cabinet can service from 4 to 12
rooms or apartments in the immediate vicinity.

All wall outlets in the apartment are available for
any type of service or signal and are connected
to the relative cabinet by means of OmniMedia
HD 1000Mhz cable and screened OmniMedia
HD connectors.

Result

Reduced need for Technical space.
Up to 50% of cable volume and ducts.
Flexible and organized network management.
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Technology at your service!
Complete freedom when composing the ideal multimedia offer
Thanks to Carelink each service provider can offer their services to each resident and
each resident is able to choose the service of any provider.
“Legacy” as well as “next generation networks” are seamlessly supported and are easily
switched with Carelink.
Flexibility
With multifunctional wall outlets and the possibility to assign individual services in the
cluster cabinet, a higher level of flexibility is offered concerning applications. It also offers
more freedom when furnishing the room or apartment.
Compact cabling – Space is expensive
When grouping 4 to 12 rooms or apartments in clusters served by cross-connect cabinets,
the volume of cable is greatly reduced. Carelink reduces cable volume by 75 to 87% in
the backbone and by 35 to 50% in the overall network.
Intuitive debugging
Segmenting cable infrastructure results in intuitive and straightforward debugging. This
strongly cuts maintenance costs.
Management by non-technical personnel
The simplified cross-connect cabinets and smaller central switching provides an organized
network. The user-friendly layout and labelling make the management of the Carelink
solution by non-technical staff simple. Services can be simply changed by the general
maintenance personnel or the general support staff.
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Xcel pro+ aluminium build-in cabinets
In nursing homes technical space is limited.
Specifically for this reason, Abitana designed
a new generation of professional build-in
cabinets. The Xcel Pro + units are manufactured
in a lightweight aluminium form, easy to install,
with comprehensive labelling and looks great.
Moreover, no other cabinet on the market can
accommodate as many DIN modules in such a
compact unit. Optional LED lighting is provided
to assist personnel working at the panel.

OmniMedia HD 1000MHz installation cable, connectors and patch
cords
The OmniMedia HD 1000MHz technology consists of installation
cables, wall outlets, patch panel connectors and patch cords. This
technology enables the delivery any type of multimedia signal to
universal RJ45 OmniMedia wall outlets: all types of TV signals, all
types of internet and LAN signals, all types of telephone signals,
even internal music and audio/video distribution is possible.

Broadband Twisted Pair TV amplifiers
The TV amplifiers adjust the broadband cable TV signal to be
carried over OmniMedia HD cabling. The amplifiers are available
in 2 models. The first is able to serve a maximum of 4 TV sets, the
second model can be used for up to 12 televisions by means of 2
extension modules. All Abitana TV amplifiers are equipped with a
Docsys compatible return path for interactive digital TV services on
al TV ports.

Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet switch
For small configurations you can connect to the 5-port Fast
Ethernet switch (up to 100Mbps) and for high-speed and larger
configurations, use the 8-port Gigabit Ethernet switch (up to
1000Mbps).

Telephone and ADSL/VDSL modules
Different modules enable you to transport traditional phone
interfaces such as analog lines, ISDN, ADSL and VDSL via
Omnimedia cabling. By using our modules a 75% reduction in
cable volume can be achieved for analog lines, ADSL and VDSL
traffic.
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Why bother to wire up the house? Isn’t
everything going wireless?
Why choose to install a wired network when laptop, tablet, smartphone are all equipped
with wireless?
Because wireless has its limitations: interference from mobile phones, thick walls, the
neighbour’s Wi-Fi, and worst of all, itself. The more devices you connect to the Wi-Fi
network, the more risk for malfunctions and the slower it gets. Do you want a carefree high
quality multimedia experience? Then a wired network is the only choice. Do you have a
room with poor or no Wi-Fi coverage? Just add an extra Wi-Fi access point to the nearest
wall outlet of the home network. This will extend the wireless coverage to the entirehome.
No more dead zones.
Ultra-fast actually. With the wired network, each connected device gets a full 1000 Mbps
of speed. On the Wi-Fi, all devices have to share a maximum throughput of 200 Mbps.
Abitana’s fast Home network is the best guarantee to enjoy music, films and games
without disruptions and at the highest resolutions and quality. No wireless network offers
this level of performance.
Another reason to choose a wired network? It offloads traffic from its Wi-Fi colleague.
Connect fixed devices like desktop pc, printer, Smart TV’s and decoders to the cabled
network. Your mobile Wi-Fi devices will get more throughputs and you’ll enjoy the
increased surfing capacity.

Mobility

Building or renovating a nursing home or service flats? Choose for comfort, quality,
flexibility and the best price . Choose a Carelink solution from Abitana, the home
networking people.
WiFi
Tablet PC - iPad
Smartphone
Remote control

Via Wall Outlets
Laptop
Desktop PC
Printer
Television - HiFi set
Decoder

Fixed wiring

Building automation
Fire alarm
Call for assistance
Fall detection
Access control

Reliability of the connection
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Technology

Advantages

Disadvantages

Cable

Reliable
Superfast
Best price/quality ratio
Connects all types of signals
Robust technology
Long lifetime

Requires installation
Requires investment
Need for patch cords

Wi-Fi

Mobility
Equips every portable device
Small additional investment
Easy installation

Prone to interference
Unreliable
Slow
Limited reach, walls are obstacles
Drains the batteries
Quality drops with number of users
Limited lifetime

Powerline

No installation
Uses the mains wiring

Very prone to interference
Unreliable
Slow
Not fitted in consumer-electronics
Limited lifetime

Mobile network (3G-4G) Accessible everywhere, even outdoors
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Abitana stands for innovation
and a proven track record.
We are keen to demonstrate the Abitana solution and innovative products solving the
specific needs of each client and each care project and much more.
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Satisfied customers, satisfied residents, architects, consultants and installers who like to
work with us again and again, that’s why we do it.

Discover everything about Abitana
www.abitana.com
info@abitana.com
Tel +32 (0)2 412 00 60

